Background Background Minor physical anomalies
Minor physical anomalies are more prevalent among people with are more prevalent among people with psychosis.This supports a psychosis.This supports a neurodevelopmental aetiology for neurodevelopmental aetiology for psychotic disorders, since these anomalies psychotic disorders, since these anomalies and the brain are both ectodermally and the brain are both ectodermally derived.However, little is understood derived.However, little is understood aboutthe brain regions implicated in this aboutthe brain regions implicated in this association. association.
Aims Aims To examine the relationship
To examine the relationship between minor physical anomalies and between minor physical anomalies and grey matter structure in a sample of grey matter structure in a sample of patients with first-episode psychosis. patients with first-episode psychosis.
Method Method Sixty patients underwent
Sixty patients underwent assessment of minor physical anomalies assessment of minor physical anomalies with the Lane scale.High-resolution with the Lane scale.High-resolution magnetic resonance images and voxelmagnetic resonance images and voxelbased methods of image analysis were based methods of image analysis were used to investigate brain structure in these used to investigate brain structure in these patients. patients.
Results
Results The total anomalies score was
The total anomalies score was associated with a grey matter reduction in associated with a grey matter reduction in the prefrontal cortex and precuneus and the prefrontal cortex and precuneus and with a grey matter excess in the basal with a grey matter excess in the basal ganglia, thalamus and lingual gyrus. ganglia, thalamus and lingual gyrus.
Conclusions Conclusions Minor physical anomalies
Minor physical anomalies in a sample of patients with first-episode in a sample of patients with first-episode psychosis are associated with regionalgrey psychosis are associated with regionalgrey matter changes.These regional changes matter changes.These regional changes may be important in the pathogenesis of may be important in the pathogenesis of psychotic disorder. psychotic disorder.
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Minor physical anomalies are subtle defects Minor physical anomalies are subtle defects of the head, face, hands and feet resulting of the head, face, hands and feet resulting from ectodermal maldevelopment during from ectodermal maldevelopment during early pregnancy. Patients with schizoearly pregnancy. Patients with schizophrenia have an excess of such anomalies phrenia have an excess of such anomalies (McGrath (McGrath et al et al, 1995; Ismail , 1995; Ismail et al et al, 2000) , , 2000), supporting a neurodevelopmental facet to supporting a neurodevelopmental facet to schizophrenia because the brain, too, has schizophrenia because the brain, too, has an ectodermal origin. Few studies have an ectodermal origin. Few studies have examined the neuroanatomical correlates examined the neuroanatomical correlates of minor physical anomalies (Table 1) . of minor physical anomalies (Table 1) . Most use only gross brain volumetric meaMost use only gross brain volumetric measures, so obscuring associations with subtle sures, so obscuring associations with subtle structural brain changes. These studies also structural brain changes. These studies also rely on a scale not designed for assessment rely on a scale not designed for assessment of physical anomalies in psychotic disorders of physical anomalies in psychotic disorders but instead derived from a study of behavbut instead derived from a study of behaviour in young children (Waldrop & iour in young children (Waldrop & Halverson, 1971) . The Waldrop scale is Halverson, 1971) . The Waldrop scale is also arguably limited by being restricted also arguably limited by being restricted to only 18 items, lacking precise definito only 18 items, lacking precise definitions, having low sensitivity and being tions, having low sensitivity and being subjective in nature (Lane subjective in nature (Lane et al et al, 1997) . , 1997). We examined minor physical anomalies We examined minor physical anomalies and cerebral grey matter in a sample of and cerebral grey matter in a sample of patients with first-episode psychosis, using patients with first-episode psychosis, using high-resolution magnetic resonance imahigh-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and voxel-based image analysis ging (MRI) and voxel-based image analysis to evaluate the entire brain for subtle differto evaluate the entire brain for subtle differences at a subregional level, and a bespoke ences at a subregional level, and a bespoke minor physical anomaly scale for schizominor physical anomaly scale for schizophrenia which is procedurally exacting phrenia which is procedurally exacting and defines the topography of anomalies and defines the topography of anomalies previously reported in individuals with previously reported in individuals with schizophrenia (Lane schizophrenia (Lane et al et al, 1997) . We pre-, 1997). We predicted associations between anomalies and dicted associations between anomalies and grey matter volume in cortical and subcorgrey matter volume in cortical and subcortical regions thought to be important in tical regions thought to be important in the pathogenesis of psychosis. the pathogenesis of psychosis.
METHOD METHOD Sample Sample
Participants were recruited as part of the Participants were recruited as part of the London arm of a large epidemiological London arm of a large epidemiological study, the Aetiology and Ethnicity in study, the Aetiology and Ethnicity in Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses (AESOP) Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses (AESOP) study, which investigated the incidence of study, which investigated the incidence of schizophrenia in three English cities (Dazschizophrenia in three English cities (Dazzan  zan et al et al, 2004, 2005 Of the 191 persons who participated in Of the 191 persons who participated in the study, 127 were in contact with services the study, 127 were in contact with services long enough to complete the minor physical long enough to complete the minor physical anomaly (MPA) assessment. Of these paranomaly (MPA) assessment. Of these participants, 60 also had an MRI scan. In ticipants, 60 also had an MRI scan. In the light of potential participation bias in the light of potential participation bias in our study, we compared these individuals our study, we compared these individuals with those who did not undergo an MRI with those who did not undergo an MRI examination. The 60 participants were examination. The 60 participants were younger (mean age 27.1 years, s. P¼0.013), but 0.013), but were otherwise comparable with those not were otherwise comparable with those not participating in the MRI assessment in participating in the MRI assessment in terms of gender, social class, diagnosis terms of gender, social class, diagnosis and total MPA score. We also recruited and total MPA score. We also recruited 43 neighbourhood control participants 43 neighbourhood control participants matched for age, gender and ethnicity. This matched for age, gender and ethnicity. This control group was mainly used for the purcontrol group was mainly used for the purpose of weighting the MPA scale (see pose of weighting the MPA scale (see below). Ethical approval for the study was below). Ethical approval for the study was granted by the ethics committee of the Instigranted by the ethics committee of the Institute of Psychiatry, and the participants gave tute of Psychiatry, and the participants gave written informed consent. written informed consent. Nelson & Willison, 1991) . Ethnicity was self-ascribed by participants at interview, self-ascribed by participants at interview, and duration of untreated illness was and duration of untreated illness was defined as the time between first psychotic defined as the time between first psychotic symptom and presentation to services. symptom and presentation to services. Neurological soft signs were assessed using Neurological soft signs were assessed using the Neurological Evaluation Scale (Buchathe Neurological Evaluation Scale (Buchanan & Heinrichs, 1989) . From clinical nan & Heinrichs, 1989) . From clinical notes we calculated the duration of antinotes we calculated the duration of antipsychotic exposure in weeks and the daily psychotic exposure in weeks and the daily antipsychotic doses at the time of anomaly antipsychotic doses at the time of anomaly assessment, converted into chlorpromazine assessment, converted into chlorpromazine equivalents (Bazire, 1998 ; Taylor equivalents (Bazire, 1998; Taylor et al et al, , 1999; Bezchlibnyk-Butler & Jeffries, 2000) . 1999; Bezchlibnyk-Butler & Jeffries, 2000) .
We assessed the participants' minor We assessed the participants' minor physical anomalies as soon as possible after physical anomalies as soon as possible after initial presentation with an abridged verinitial presentation with an abridged version of the Lane scale (Lane sion of the Lane scale (Lane et al et al, 1997) , , 1997), which contains 62 qualitative measures of which contains 62 qualitative measures of the head and face. The scale includes an the head and face. The scale includes an extensive assessment of facial symmetry extensive assessment of facial symmetry and identifies a range of specific dysand identifies a range of specific dysmorphic features such as the presence of morphic features such as the presence of epicanthic folds and cleft-like defects. Each epicanthic folds and cleft-like defects. Each individual dysmorphic feature included individual dysmorphic feature included in the scale is operationalised as a catein the scale is operationalised as a categorical or ordinal score. All assessments gorical or ordinal score. All assessments for both cases and controls were perfor both cases and controls were performed formed by trained examiners. We conducted by trained examiners. We conducted assessments of reliability between these assessments of reliability between these examiners on a random subgroup of the examiners on a random subgroup of the sample and found agreement on scores for sample and found agreement on scores for individual anomalies to be between 95% individual anomalies to be between 95% and 100%. In order to calculate an overall and 100%. In order to calculate an overall MPA score for each participant, weightings MPA score for each participant, weightings were derived from the control sample were derived from the control sample ( (n n¼43). As in previous studies using the 43). As in previous studies using the Lane scale, the most common variant for Lane scale, the most common variant for each individual anomaly measure in the each individual anomaly measure in the control sample was assigned a score of 0 control sample was assigned a score of 0 (i.e. normal) and any other variant of the (i.e. normal) and any other variant of the measure was assigned a score of 1 (reflectmeasure was assigned a score of 1 (reflecting the presence of an anomaly; McGrath ing the presence of an anomaly; McGrath et al et al, 2002) . We also examined the result , 2002). We also examined the result of this weighting procedure for each anomof this weighting procedure for each anomaly to confirm its face validity. This aly to confirm its face validity. This definition of 'anomaly' for each individual definition of 'anomaly' for each individual measure was then applied to the patient measure was then applied to the patient group such that the most common variant group such that the most common variant of each measure in the control group was of each measure in the control group was assigned a score of 0 when present among assigned a score of 0 when present among those in the patient group and any other those in the patient group and any other variant was assigned a score of 1. A total variant was assigned a score of 1. A total MPA score for the patient group and the MPA score for the patient group and the control group was then calculated by addcontrol group was then calculated by adding all the scores for individual anomaly ing all the scores for individual anomaly measures (62 in total) on the scale. The measures (62 in total) on the scale. The theoretical maximum total MPA score is theoretical maximum total MPA score is thus 62. We were then able to examine thus 62. We were then able to examine the relationship between brain structure the relationship between brain structure on MRI and total MPA score among the on MRI and total MPA score among the 60 patients. 60 patients.
Statistical analysis Statistical analysis
Analyses were performed using the StatisAnalyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, tical Package for the Social Sciences, version 11.0 for Windows. Descriptive version 11.0 for Windows. Descriptive statistics were generated for both cases statistics were generated for both cases and controls. Associations between total and controls. Associations between total MPA score and putative confounding MPA score and putative confounding factors (clinical and demographic) were factors (clinical and demographic) were assessed using assessed using t t-tests and linear regression -tests and linear regression where appropriate. Linear regression was where appropriate. Linear regression was also employed to examine the relationship also employed to examine the relationship 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Structural image acquisition Structural image acquisition
Scans were acquired with a General Electric Scans were acquired with a General Electric Signa 1.5 T system (GE Medical Systems, Signa 1.5 T system (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA), at the Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA), at the Maudsley Hospital, London. Contiguous, Maudsley Hospital, London. Contiguous, interleaved proton-density and interleaved proton-density and T T 2 2 -weighted -weighted images, each 3 mm thick, were acquired in images, each 3 mm thick, were acquired in the coronal plane, to provide whole brain the coronal plane, to provide whole brain coverage. A repetition time of 4000 ms coverage. A repetition time of 4000 ms and effective echo times of 20 ms and and effective echo times of 20 ms and 85 ms were used with an eight-echo train 85 ms were used with an eight-echo train length. The matrix size was 256 length. The matrix size was 2566 6192, col-192, collected from a rectangular field-of-view of lected from a rectangular field-of-view of 22 cm 22 cm6 616.5 cm, giving an in-plane resolu-16.5 cm, giving an in-plane resolution of 0.859 mm. The total acquisition tion of 0.859 mm. The total acquisition time was 10 min 12 s. time was 10 min 12 s.
Structural image processing Structural image processing
The methods used for segmentation and The methods used for segmentation and registration of each fast spin echo data-set registration of each fast spin echo data-set have been described in detail elsewhere have been described in detail elsewhere (Bullmore (Bullmore et al et al, 1999; Suckling , 1999; Suckling et al et al, , 1999 Suckling et al et al, , 1999a . Briefly, extracerebral tissues were ). Briefly, extracerebral tissues were initially removed, using an automated initially removed, using an automated algorithm. Manual editing of the skullalgorithm. Manual editing of the skullstripped images was necessary only to stripped images was necessary only to remove brain-stem and cerebellum from remove brain-stem and cerebellum from the cerebral hemispheres and diencephalon. the cerebral hemispheres and diencephalon. The probability of each intracerebral voxel The probability of each intracerebral voxel belonging to each of four possible tissue belonging to each of four possible tissue classes (grey matter, white matter, cereclasses (grey matter, white matter, cerebrospinal fluid or dura/vasculature) was brospinal fluid or dura/vasculature) was then estimated with a modified fuzzy clusthen estimated with a modified fuzzy clustering algorithm (Suckling tering algorithm (Suckling et al et al, 1999 (Suckling et al et al, , 1999a . ). This type of segmentation assigns to each This type of segmentation assigns to each voxel a value in the range 0-1 indicating voxel a value in the range 0-1 indicating the fraction of the voxel represented by the fraction of the voxel represented by each tissue type (for example, a grey matter each tissue type (for example, a grey matter value of 0.7 means that 70% of the tissue value of 0.7 means that 70% of the tissue represented by that voxel is grey matter). represented by that voxel is grey matter).
A template image in the standard space A template image in the standard space of Talairach & Tournoux (1988) was conof Talairach & Tournoux (1988) was constructed using a landmark procedure with structed using a landmark procedure with the AFNI program (Cox, 1996) from six the AFNI program (Cox, 1996) from six proton-density images acquired from six proton-density images acquired from six healthy individuals and then averaging healthy individuals and then averaging these images. Maps of tissue distribution these images. Maps of tissue distribution were then registered onto the template were then registered onto the template by first registering each proton density by first registering each proton density image using a 12-parameter affine regisimage using a 12-parameter affine registration, minimising the grey-level difference tration, minimising the grey-level difference between images. This registration aligns all between images. This registration aligns all the images together, scaling them to the the images together, scaling them to the same gross dimensions. The derived mapsame gross dimensions. The derived mapping was then applied to the corresponding ping was then applied to the corresponding tissue maps. tissue maps.
At each voxel in standard space the At each voxel in standard space the total MPA score was regressed onto the total MPA score was regressed onto the estimated grey matter volume. The test estimated grey matter volume. The test statistic calculated was the regression costatistic calculated was the regression coefficient divided by its standard deviation efficient divided by its standard deviation to generate an effect map. Permutation testto generate an effect map. Permutation testing was used to assess statistical signifiing was used to assess statistical significance, and regional relationships were cance, and regional relationships were tested at the level of voxel clusters tested at the level of voxel clusters (Bullmore (Bullmore et al et al, 1999; Sigmundsson , 1999; Sigmundsson et al et al, , 2001 ). Given that structural brain changes 2001). Given that structural brain changes are likely to extend over a number of are likely to extend over a number of contiguous voxels, test statistics that incorcontiguous voxels, test statistics that incorporate spatial information, such as threeporate spatial information, such as threedimensional cluster mass (the sum of dimensional cluster mass (the sum of suprathreshold voxel statistics), are genersuprathreshold voxel statistics), are generally more powerful than other possible test ally more powerful than other possible test statistics, which are informed only by data statistics, which are informed only by data at a single voxel. Initially, the effect map at a single voxel. Initially, the effect map was thresholded at was thresholded at P P5 50.05 using a critical 0.05 using a critical value obtained from a null distribution value obtained from a null distribution sample by recalculation of the test statistic sample by recalculation of the test statistic after appropriate permutation of the MPA after appropriate permutation of the MPA score, to simulate the conditions under the score, to simulate the conditions under the null hypothesis. Suprathreshold threenull hypothesis. Suprathreshold threedimensional voxel cluster mass (sum of dimensional voxel cluster mass (sum of the test statistics within a cluster) was the test statistics within a cluster) was tested against the corresponding null tested against the corresponding null distribution sampled by the equivalent distribution sampled by the equivalent processing of effect maps following processing of effect maps following permutation. We corrected the statistical permutation. We corrected the statistical threshold for cluster significance in all threshold for cluster significance in all analyses so that the expected number of analyses so that the expected number of false positive clusters ( false positive clusters (P P value times value times number of tests) was less than 1. number of tests) was less than 1.
RESULTS RESULTS
Socio-demographic and clinical characterisSocio-demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample and the global brain tics of the sample and the global brain volumes of the patient group are shown in volumes of the patient group are shown in Table 2 . The total MPA score for the 60 Table 2 . The total MPA score for the 60 patients was normally distributed, with a patients was normally distributed, with a mean of 14.58 and a standard deviation mean of 14.58 and a standard deviation of 6.84. As expected, the control group of 6.84. As expected, the control group had a much lower mean MPA score than had a much lower mean MPA score than the patient group (6.28, s.d. the patient group (6.28, s.d.¼2.75), with 2.75), with the difference being statistically significant the difference being statistically significant ( (P P5 50.0001, 0.0001, t t-test). Of the 62 anomalies -test). Of the 62 anomalies included in the total score, abnormalities included in the total score, abnormalities in the patient group were most commonly in the patient group were most commonly noted in relation to the mouth, ears noted in relation to the mouth, ears and general facial symmetry. The most and general facial symmetry. The most frequently noted anomalies included the frequently noted anomalies included the following: abnormal plate shape (58%), following: abnormal plate shape (58%), attached earlobes (67% right, 60% left), attached earlobes (67% right, 60% left), abnormality of the anterior surface of abnormality of the anterior surface of the ear (37% right, 47% left), position of the ear (37% right, 47% left), position of ear canals not level (30% right and left), ear canals not level (30% right and left), paired facial structures not level (43%) paired facial structures not level (43%) and face asymmetrical (40%). Some and face asymmetrical (40%). Some anomalies were also noted in relation to anomalies were also noted in relation to eyebrows, eyes and nose with less eyebrows, eyes and nose with less frequency. frequency.
Anomalies score and demographic Anomalies score and demographic and clinical characteristics and clinical characteristics
The mean total MPA score did not vary sigThe mean total MPA score did not vary significantly by gender, diagnostic category nificantly by gender, diagnostic category within psychosis, ethnic group or type of within psychosis, ethnic group or type of medication prescribed (Table 3) . Total medication prescribed (Table 3) . Total MPA score was positively associated with MPA score was positively associated with total symptom score ( total symptom score (P P¼0.05) but not sig-0.05) but not significantly associated with age, duration of nificantly associated with age, duration of untreated psychosis, years of education, untreated psychosis, years of education, IQ, neurological soft signs score or current IQ, neurological soft signs score or current antipsychotic dosage. antipsychotic dosage.
Relationship between anomalies
Relationship between anomalies and brain structure and brain structure With regard to global brain volume, there With regard to global brain volume, there was no association between MPA score was no association between MPA score and total grey matter, white matter or cereand total grey matter, white matter or cerebrospinal fluid volume. At a regional level, brospinal fluid volume. At a regional level, total MPA score was associated with three total MPA score was associated with three clusters of grey matter deficit and four clusclusters of grey matter deficit and four clusters of grey matter excess ( ters of grey matter excess (P P4 40.002; 0.002; Table 4 , Fig. 1 ). The first grey matter def- Table 4 , Fig. 1 ). The first grey matter deficit cluster was centred on the right superior icit cluster was centred on the right superior and medial frontal gyri (Brodmann area 6); and medial frontal gyri (Brodmann area 6); the second deficit was centred on the same the second deficit was centred on the same region of the left frontal lobe and the third region of the left frontal lobe and the third deficit was centred on the right precuneus deficit was centred on the right precuneus extending on the right superiorly to the extending on the right superiorly to the postcentral gyrus and paracentral lobule; postcentral gyrus and paracentral lobule; this cluster also extended across the midline this cluster also extended across the midline to involve similar regions in the left hemito involve similar regions in the left hemisphere and extended laterally into the left sphere and extended laterally into the left inferior parietal lobule. inferior parietal lobule.
Of the four clusters of grey matter Of the four clusters of grey matter excess (Table 4 , Fig. 1 ), the first was excess (Table 4 , Fig. 1 ), the first was centred on the left lentiform nucleus centred on the left lentiform nucleus and the second on the same region of the and the second on the same region of the right hemisphere. The third cluster was right hemisphere. The third cluster was centred on the left thalamus and extended centred on the left thalamus and extended inferiorly into the pulvinar, and the fourth inferiorly into the pulvinar, and the fourth was centred on the right lingual gyrus was centred on the right lingual gyrus (Brodmann area 18). (Brodmann area 18).
We explored the potential role of antiWe explored the potential role of antipsychotic medication in explaining the psychotic medication in explaining the association between MPA and the volume association between MPA and the volume of each of the individual clusters identified. of each of the individual clusters identified. We found that adjustment for current We found that adjustment for current dosage, type or duration of antipsychotic dosage, type or duration of antipsychotic treatment did not significantly alter any of treatment did not significantly alter any of the associations between total MPA score the associations between total MPA score and cluster volume. Controlling additionand cluster volume. Controlling additionally for the effect of total symptom score ally for the effect of total symptom score did not alter these findings, despite the did not alter these findings, despite the significant relationship found between significant relationship found between MPA score and symptoms. MPA score and symptoms.
DISCUSSION DISCUSSION
In a sample of individuals with first-episode In a sample of individuals with first-episode psychosis, we have shown that total MPA psychosis, we have shown that total MPA score is associated with a reduction of grey score is associated with a reduction of grey matter volume in the prefrontal cortex and matter volume in the prefrontal cortex and precuneus, and with an excess of grey matprecuneus, and with an excess of grey matter volume in the basal ganglia, thalamus ter volume in the basal ganglia, thalamus and lingual gyrus. and lingual gyrus.
The main strength of our study lies in The main strength of our study lies in the fact that it is the first examination of the fact that it is the first examination of the relationship between minor physical the relationship between minor physical anomalies and brain structure that moves anomalies and brain structure that moves beyond gross brain volume measures. beyond gross brain volume measures. Furthermore, we have employed a scale Furthermore, we have employed a scale for the assessment of anomalies which for the assessment of anomalies which was specifically designed for use in patients was specifically designed for use in patients with psychosis, and have evaluated a with psychosis, and have evaluated a sample drawn from a population-based sample drawn from a population-based first-episode group. As there are only a first-episode group. As there are only a few previous studies linking brain imaging few previous studies linking brain imaging and minor physical anomalies, and all have and minor physical anomalies, and all have used only global measures of brain strucused only global measures of brain structure, comparison between our results and ture, comparison between our results and earlier findings is limited. However, as in earlier findings is limited. However, as in our study, most existing studies did not find our study, most existing studies did not find any significant association between gross any significant association between gross measures of total brain or ventricular measures of total brain or ventricular volume and minor physical anomalies. volume and minor physical anomalies.
Study limitations Study limitations
A potential limitation of this study is that A potential limitation of this study is that we evaluated first-episode psychoses as a we evaluated first-episode psychoses as a whole, without stratifying for diagnosis. whole, without stratifying for diagnosis. However, the fact that we did not find However, the fact that we did not find any difference in mean total MPA score or any difference in mean total MPA score or cluster volume between diagnostic groups cluster volume between diagnostic groups makes the possibility of diagnostic specifimakes the possibility of diagnostic specificity less likely. Many previous studies have city less likely. Many previous studies have focused on schizophrenia, but our results focused on schizophrenia, but our results suggest there might well be commonality suggest there might well be commonality between different psychosis subtypes in between different psychosis subtypes in terms of neurodevelopmental processes. terms of neurodevelopmental processes. Also, our assessment of anomalies did not Also, our assessment of anomalies did not include any quantitative measures, some include any quantitative measures, some of which have been identified as important of which have been identified as important in those with psychosis (McGrath in those with psychosis (McGrath et al et al, , 2002) . It may also be argued that addition 2002). It may also be argued that addition of quantitative measures enhances the of quantitative measures enhances the robustness of anomaly assessment, since robustness of anomaly assessment, since such measures may be more objective than such measures may be more objective than ratings of qualitative anomalies. This is ratings of qualitative anomalies. This is particularly important given the potential particularly important given the potential bias that might arise from the difficulty bias that might arise from the difficulty inherent in masking the MPA assessor to inherent in masking the MPA assessor to patient status. However, it should be noted patient status. However, it should be noted that the specific anomalies we found to that the specific anomalies we found to be most prevalent (palatal abnormalities, be most prevalent (palatal abnormalities, deformities of the ears and asymmetries) deformities of the ears and asymmetries) are consistent with those reported in preare consistent with those reported in previous studies (Lane vious studies (Lane et al et al, 1997; McGrath , 1997; McGrath et al et al, 2002) and we achieved a high degree , 2002) and we achieved a high degree of interrater reliability (95-100%). In addiof interrater reliability (95-100%). In addition, masking in this particular study is tion, masking in this particular study is arguably less important because the pararguably less important because the participants included in this analysis were all ticipants included in this analysis were all patients, and those assessing their anomapatients, and those assessing their anomalies were unaware of any MRI findings lies were unaware of any MRI findings at the time of assessment. We employed at the time of assessment. We employed an additive model of MPA scoring in an additive model of MPA scoring in which the presence of different anomalies which the presence of different anomalies contributed equally to the total MPA contributed equally to the total MPA score, making no assumptions about the score, making no assumptions about the relative importance or severity of anomarelative importance or severity of anomalies. Such a model may not accurately lies. Such a model may not accurately represent reality, but until more is known represent reality, but until more is known about the relationship between minor phyabout the relationship between minor physical anomalies and neurodevelopmental sical anomalies and neurodevelopmental abnormality a simple pragmatic approach abnormality a simple pragmatic approach seems preferable. Finally, an important seems preferable. Finally, an important limitation of this study is that we did not limitation of this study is that we did not investigate the brain correlates of minor investigate the brain correlates of minor physical anomalies in a sample of healthy physical anomalies in a sample of healthy individuals. Our study has provided individuals. Our study has provided preliminary evidence of an association preliminary evidence of an association between such anomalies and particular between such anomalies and particular brain areas; investigating this further in brain areas; investigating this further in healthy individuals might identify which healthy individuals might identify which brain areas are specifically associated brain areas are specifically associated with anomalies, independently of an underwith anomalies, independently of an underlying pathogenic process and of use of lying pathogenic process and of use of psychotropic medications. psychotropic medications.
Main findings Main findings
The areas highlighted by our regional anaThe areas highlighted by our regional analysis have previously been implicated in lysis have previously been implicated in the pathogenesis of psychosis. The deficit the pathogenesis of psychosis. The deficit clusters were located predominantly in the clusters were located predominantly in the prefrontal cortex, an area known to have prefrontal cortex, an area known to have an important executive or modulatory role an important executive or modulatory role in behaviour and cognition (Knight in behaviour and cognition (Knight et al et al, , 1999) . Deficits in these functions are char-1999). Deficits in these functions are characteristically found in psychosis (Goldberg acteristically found in psychosis (Goldberg et al et al, 1987) (40) 24 (40) 21 (49) 21 (49) Diagnosis, Diagnosis, n n (%) (%) Schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder Schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder 31 (52) 31 (52) Other psychosis Other psychosis 29 (48) 29 (48) Ethnicity, Ethnicity, n n (%) (%)
White British White British 24 (40) 24 (40) 20 (46) 20 (46) African^Caribbean African^Caribbean 27 (45) 27 (45) 18 (42) 18 (42) Other Other 9 (15) 9 (15) 5 (12) in the volume of frontal lobes, particularly in the volume of frontal lobes, particularly of the prefrontal region, in both chronic of the prefrontal region, in both chronic disorder and first-episode patient samples disorder and first-episode patient samples (Chua (Chua et al et al, 1995; Gur , 1995; Gur et al et al, 2000; Wright , 2000; Wright et al et al, 2000; Hirayasu , 2000; Hirayasu et al et al, 2001) . , 2001). Consistent with these reports, we have Consistent with these reports, we have already described in this same sample a already described in this same sample a reduction of frontal volume (precentral reduction of frontal volume (precentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus) in association gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus) in association with difficulties in integrating information with difficulties in integrating information from multiple sensory modalities (Dazzan from multiple sensory modalities (Dazzan et al et al, 2004) . These findings, and the asso-, 2004). These findings, and the association between high MPA score and ciation between high MPA score and reduced prefrontal volume reported here, reduced prefrontal volume reported here, suggest that abnormal neurodevelopment suggest that abnormal neurodevelopment of the frontal lobe may be occurring prior of the frontal lobe may be occurring prior to birth in a subgroup of patients with to birth in a subgroup of patients with psychosis, and that this is reflected in psychosis, and that this is reflected in functional deficits such as problems in functional deficits such as problems in executive functioning and sensory integraexecutive functioning and sensory integration. Interestingly, in a tion. Interestingly, in a post hoc post hoc analysis analysis we found MPA total score to be signifiwe found MPA total score to be significantly associated with the sensory integracantly associated with the sensory integration subscore of the Neurological tion subscore of the Neurological Evaluation Scale ( Evaluation Scale (P P¼0.006). 0.006).
We also found an association between We also found an association between total MPA score and reduced grey matter total MPA score and reduced grey matter volume of the precuneus extending into volume of the precuneus extending into the paracentral lobule and the precentral the paracentral lobule and the precentral and postcentral gyrus. The precuneus, and postcentral gyrus. The precuneus, located in the medial parietal cortex, has located in the medial parietal cortex, has been reported to be activated during visuobeen reported to be activated during visuospatial tasks (Corbetta spatial tasks (Corbetta et al et al, 1993; Ghaem , 1993; Ghaem et al et al, 1997) and language comprehension , 1997) and language comprehension (Binder, 1997). Brain regions important (Binder, 1997). Brain regions important for language and integration of stimuli for language and integration of stimuli may be particularly affected in schizomay be particularly affected in schizophrenia (Shenton phrenia (Shenton et al et al, 2001 ). Our results , 2001). Our results may provide further support for this may provide further support for this notion. notion.
In addition to the grey matter deficits In addition to the grey matter deficits described, we found an association between described, we found an association between total MPA score and an increased volume total MPA score and an increased volume of grey matter in a number of subcortical of grey matter in a number of subcortical structures such as the lentiform nucleus structures such as the lentiform nucleus (part of the basal ganglia) and the thala-(part of the basal ganglia) and the thalamus. Interestingly, and in agreement mus. Interestingly, and in agreement with other studies (Chakos with other studies (Chakos et al et al, 1994 (Chakos et al et al, , , 1994 (Chakos et al et al, , 1995 Keshavan 1995; Keshavan et al et al, 1994; Gur , 1994; Gur et al et al, , 1998) , we have previously found in this 1998), we have previously found in this sample that basal ganglia and thalamus sample that basal ganglia and thalamus enlargement was associated with use of enlargement was associated with use of antipsychotic medication (Dazzan antipsychotic medication (Dazzan et al et al, , 2005) . Thus, in this study we explored the 2005). Thus, in this study we explored the possibility that the increased volume of subpossibility that the increased volume of subcortical structures could be reflecting an cortical structures could be reflecting an effect of medication. Adjustment for medieffect of medication. Adjustment for medication dosage, type or duration did not cation dosage, type or duration did not alter the significance of any of the primary alter the significance of any of the primary relationships between MPA score and relationships between MPA score and cluster volumes. Although this would sugcluster volumes. Although this would suggest that administration of antipsychotic gest that administration of antipsychotic medication cannot fully explain our findings, medication cannot fully explain our findings, it is plausible that people with an excess it is plausible that people with an excess of minor physical anomalies are more vulof minor physical anomalies are more vulnerable to the effects of antipsychotics on nerable to the effects of antipsychotics on 2 2 5 2 2 5 subcortical structures. Also, our previous subcortical structures. Also, our previous finding of a reduction of basal ganglia and finding of a reduction of basal ganglia and thalamus volume in participants with more thalamus volume in participants with more soft neurological abnormalities, indepensoft neurological abnormalities, independent of medication, suggest that these redent of medication, suggest that these regions are areas of vulnerability for gions are areas of vulnerability for psychosis (Dazzan psychosis (Dazzan et al et al, , 2004 ). However, 2004 . However, it is important to consider that measures it is important to consider that measures of medication exposure of medication exposure in non-randomised in non-randomised studies are likely to be intrinsically inaccustudies are likely to be intrinsically inaccurate. Therefore, it is possible that particirate. Therefore, it is possible that participants with an pants with an excess of minor physical excess of minor physical anomalies, who were also experiencing anomalies, who were also experiencing more severe symptoms, were more likely more severe symptoms, were more likely to receive antipsychotic medication, and to receive antipsychotic medication, and this was then reflected in their larger basal this was then reflected in their larger basal ganglia. This possibility is further supganglia. This possibility is further supported by our finding that MPA score was ported by our finding that MPA score was associated with total symptom score, associated with total symptom score, although controlling for total symptom although controlling for total symptom score did not significantly alter the associascore did not significantly alter the associations found between individual cluster tions found between individual cluster volumes and MPA score. volumes and MPA score.
Finally, we found a cluster of volume Finally, we found a cluster of volume excess associated with total MPA score excess associated with total MPA score which was centred on the lingual gyrus, which was centred on the lingual gyrus, an area of visual association cortex particuan area of visual association cortex particularly concerned with visual attention. The larly concerned with visual attention. The lingual gyrus has previously been reported lingual gyrus has previously been reported to be abnormal in psychosis (Franck to be abnormal in psychosis (Franck et al et al, , 2002; Shapleske 2002; Shapleske et al et al, 2002) and our , 2002) and our previous data on this sample also suggest previous data on this sample also suggest an association between this area and an an association between this area and an excess of sensory integrative deficits (Dazexcess of sensory integrative deficits (Dazzan zan et al et al, 2004) . Abnormalities in this , 2004). Abnormalities in this region among those with an excess of minor region among those with an excess of minor physical anomalies may be reflected in the physical anomalies may be reflected in the presence of perceptual symptoms, particupresence of perceptual symptoms, particularly if visual in nature. Although we did larly if visual in nature. Although we did not look at specific symptoms in our study, not look at specific symptoms in our study, we did find an association between MPA we did find an association between MPA score and symptom severity. score and symptom severity.
Possible aetiological mechanisms Possible aetiological mechanisms
Linking minor physical anomalies to strucLinking minor physical anomalies to structural brain abnormalities may help to tural brain abnormalities may help to define the temporal origin of the latter. define the temporal origin of the latter. Minor physical anomalies are known to Minor physical anomalies are known to arise in pregnancy and thus cerebral arise in pregnancy and thus cerebral anomalies associated with the presence of anomalies associated with the presence of an excess of such anomalies are likely also an excess of such anomalies are likely also to have their origins during this antenatal to have their origins during this antenatal period, therefore having a neurodevelopperiod, therefore having a neurodevelopmental origin. Waddington mental origin. Waddington et al et al (1999 Waddington et al et al ( (1999a ) have developed a model of cerebrohave developed a model of cerebrocraniofacial dysmorphogenesis to explain craniofacial dysmorphogenesis to explain the neurodevelopmental basis of schizothe neurodevelopmental basis of schizophrenia. They argue that embryological phrenia. They argue that embryological development of midline craniofacial development of midline craniofacial 2 2 6 2 2 6 structures such structures such as the palate occurs over as the palate occurs over weeks 9-10 to weeks 9-10 to 14-15 of gestation, and 14-15 of gestation, and that the important process occurring during that the important process occurring during this period is one of narrowing and elongathis period is one of narrowing and elongation of the mid-face. Aetiological factors, tion of the mid-face. Aetiological factors, whether environmental or genetic, acting whether environmental or genetic, acting during the first trimester may affect this during the first trimester may affect this process of midline development of both process of midline development of both the face and the brain, with structures such the face and the brain, with structures such as the medial temporal lobe, thalamus and as the medial temporal lobe, thalamus and midline anterior cortex (prefrontal to midline anterior cortex (prefrontal to temporoparietal areas) being particularly temporoparietal areas) being particularly impaired in their development as a result. impaired in their development as a result. Disruption of midline embryonic cranioDisruption of midline embryonic craniofacial growth was confirmed in a recent facial growth was confirmed in a recent study conducted by the same group emstudy conducted by the same group employing three-dimensional morphometric ploying three-dimensional morphometric measurement (Hennessy measurement (Hennessy et al et al, 2004 ). This , 2004 . This model is, at least in part, consistent with model is, at least in part, consistent with our findings, particularly regarding reduced our findings, particularly regarding reduced volumes in the prefrontal cortex. Others volumes in the prefrontal cortex. Others have identified a range of potential environhave identified a range of potential environmental factors which might act during mental factors which might act during the first trimester of pregnancy, including the first trimester of pregnancy, including maternal malnutrition (Susser maternal malnutrition (Susser et al et al, 1996); , 1996) ; and obstetric complications, which although occurring later cations, which although occurring later in pregnancy might be precipitated by in pregnancy might be precipitated by dysmorphogenesis occurring much earlier dysmorphogenesis occurring much earlier (Smith (Smith et al et al, 1998) . In addition, candidate , 1998). In addition, candidate genes involved in craniofacial development genes involved in craniofacial development have been proposed (Waddington have been proposed (Waddington et al et al, , 1999 (Waddington et al et al, , 1999b . Samples selected for their genetic ). Samples selected for their genetic liability to psychosis in the absence of liability to psychosis in the absence of disorder have been reported to have eledisorder have been reported to have elevated rates of morphological abnormality vated rates of morphological abnormality compared with healthy controls (Gourion compared with healthy controls (Gourion et al et al, 2004) . However, the presence of , 2004). However, the presence of minor physical anomalies in such high-risk minor physical anomalies in such high-risk groups may well reflect non-specific neurogroups may well reflect non-specific neurodevelopmental abnormality rather than developmental abnormality rather than being specifically linked to schizophrenia being specifically linked to schizophrenia genes (Lawrie genes (Lawrie et al et al, 2001) . , 2001). In conclusion, total MPA score is posiIn conclusion, total MPA score is positively associated with reduced prefrontal tively associated with reduced prefrontal volume and enlarged basal ganglia volumes volume and enlarged basal ganglia volumes in a sample of patients with first-episode in a sample of patients with first-episode psychosis. This provides further evidence psychosis. This provides further evidence to support the importance of risk operating to support the importance of risk operating during the antenatal period. The findings during the antenatal period. The findings also point to particular brain regions in also point to particular brain regions in which abnormalities are likely to have been which abnormalities are likely to have been present prior to birth and which may well present prior to birth and which may well be important areas involved in the pathobe important areas involved in the pathogenesis of psychosis. Further investigation, genesis of psychosis. Further investigation, particularly in healthy control individuals, particularly in healthy control individuals, must be considered before conclusions can must be considered before conclusions can be drawn about the specificity of our be drawn about the specificity of our findings for the pathogenesis of psychosis. findings for the pathogenesis of psychosis.
